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It's always nice to look back at old PC ads, right? Back then 48KB OF RAM was a huge deal, whether when a 450MHz processor was the norm, or when 10MB of storage was more than anyone expected to fill in a lifetime. Nowadays I have multiple terabytes of storage capacity... And it just keeps filling
up. They're all video games. One of the large-scale PC gaming trends of 2016 - the emphasis on big ones - was the rapid inflation of download formats and disk footprints. It's becoming a problem, and one that quickly put PC gaming out of reach for some people. Let's dig into why before researching
some possible solutions. Breaking the 50GB barrier Seagate Barracuda Pro 10TB This 10TB drive is really huge and stunningly fast (for a hard drive), and is also woeful on power consumption. All in all, it's the best consumer 3.5-inch internal hard drive we've ever tested by a long shot. I love our fully
digital future. I really do. Moving to Steam and away from traditional retail channels has made a much more diverse games industry releases as small and meditative as Sorcery! or as gun-happy as the Doom reboot. It is allowed for the revival of long-dead genres such as the ISOmetric CRPG, leaving us
with Wasteland 2 and Divinity: Original Sin and Pillars of Eternity. It has given us back the B games, the middle of the market I thought died with THQ games like Shadow Warrior 2 and Obduction, too big to feel indie in the traditional sense, but still relatively small when put up against games from Ubisoft
and EA. And if I contrast the size of my Steam library with my not-so-huge apartment... Well, I'm pretty grateful that my games don't take up physical space nowadays. I'd drown in jewelry stores. 2016 gave way to some really massive releases though- and again, I got it huge in terms of hard drive
footprint, not marketing dollars or shelf presence or whatever. The biggest I've seen: the double-filled Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare and Modern Warfare Remastered. Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare - 75GB, so you'll be bored for six hours by this guy. Want to take a guess at how
much space the couple needs? Brace yourself and brace your hard drive because it's 120GB. Yes, over 100GB of space to install the pair, with Infinite Warfare taking 75GB of that all by itself. Just to break that down into more concrete terms: If the PC version of Infinite Warfare were released during the
Xbox 360 era, it would have required about ten DVDs to keep all that data. Even with Blu-ray, Infinite Warfare alone requires two dual-layer drives. Others are not far behind. Gears of War 4? 73GB. Forza Horizon 3? 50GB. The aforementioned Doom? 65GB. Assassin? Also sitting on 65GB now the first
season is complete. Doom There is a reason why games take up so much space, and we only blame ourselves for demanding ever increasing loyalty. High resolution textures and uncompressed audio are storage pigs. But it still stings a bit, when a few years ago the de de games topped out at about
30GB and even that was a rarity. When Titanfall reached 50GB in 2014, it literally made headlines. Respawn had to explain why it was so big. (All that uncompressed audio!) Now it's commonplace - and also a little baffling. Solid-state drives are getting cheaper every week it seems, but that space still
comes at a premium. Most people I know run a 500GB SSD at most. Factor in your OS install and a few programs and you only have enough room for four or five of these huge games. Crazy. The original Titanfall made headlines in 2014 for installing 50 GB. More important, and more urgent, is the fact
that it is simply not feasible for many people to download 50GB of data a few times a month. I'm blessed with an excellent internet connection here in San Francisco, but my colleague Brad Chacos hasn't had quite the same luck in New Hampshire, nor most people in the United States. A 50GB-plus game
install can tie your bandwidth all day, or maybe several days. The situation is even worse when you have a data cap to contend with–a reality now for many in the United States, thanks to Comcast's recent Oh gee, only one percent of our users need a terabyte of data per month lockdown. I bet a good
chunk of that one percent plays and installs a lot of video games. Even if you only install one game each month, you might have it 60GB to 70GB for the game itself, then a few GB for that day one patches and probably some multiplayer matches. There is almost a tenth of your monthly 1TB usage, gone.
But why? What annoys me is that for many people, these supersized installations are completely unnecessary. EVGA GeForce GTX 1060 GAMING (Single Fan) Sure, there are edge cases where performance might be better with uncompressed audio or textures (that was titanfall's argument), but overall
it's for enthusiasts with high-end hardware. If you're running a game on one GeForce GTX 1060, do you really need assets designed for 4K? Probably not. If you play in English, do you need to install uncompressed audio for a dozen other languages? Nein, I haven't got you to the guy and if you just plan
to play single player, do you need all the multiplayer stuff too? Although it is largely completed on the PC, the weird transition period between physical and digital media has left us with some tricky baggage– namely, that we still package games as if they were pressed to disc, and everything should be
included in the box. A better model is clearly visible. Software has been using it, and for years. For example, when you install Microsoft's Visual Studio, you'll get a long list of files you may or may not need. Mark the one you want, ignore rest, and save yourself some disk space. Visual Studio Pretty
Standard, right? So why not in games? Oh, we're just starting to see this modular approach taken in video games. Shadow of Mordor, for example, allowed players to install the oversized HD Content install if they had enough VRAM to make higher textures viable. Fallout 4 does the same, with its recently
announced 58GB (58GB!) high-resolution texture pack being offered as an optional add-on. Steam Call of Duty has disconnected its single-player and multiplayer sections since Modern Warfare II. For example, if you have one of the games on Steam, you'll see separate items for Call of Duty: Black Ops
II, Call of Duty: Black Ops II – Multiplayer and Call of Duty: Black Ops II – Zombies. That method was clumsy and left my Steam library a mess, but it's even cleaner now. Call of Duty: Black Ops III and Infinite Warfare have simply listed their single player and multiplayer modules as DLC, so you can
remove it the same as any other add-on. Steam I'm not saying these are the only or even the best solutions. But I'm offering them to hopefully let us talk about this issue before it gets worse. The games industry needs to ease the burden of these giant installations. Let the people who want (and can
handle) 80GB downloads remain as normal, but the flexibility of the PC as a platform should mean that there is a way for people who don't need the whole package to choose and choose, be it by accepting degraded assets or by installing only one mode at a time, or whatever else developers can think of.
The data-covered masses will thank you for it, developers- just like our poor SSDs. Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. PC gaming has never been in a better place than it is now. Not only do
you effectively play games throughout the history of PC gaming on modern machines, you also have games at incredibly low prices. With bundle deals, Steam sales and other extreme savings, most PC gamers have more games in their collection than they can ever hope to play. PCs can even play
games from other platforms. On the other hand, what if you need some games but don't want to spend a penny? The good news is that there are plenty of free or free-to-play (F2P) games on pc. Of course, free PC games give you the option of grinding or paying real money, but if you're high on free time
and little money, there's plenty of time to be had. Games that F2P are marked as such in the list below, so this is not a ranked list. So, in no particular order, here are ten games you are going to play right after reading this article. Warframe (F2P) Warframe is a free PC game that may not seem like it's
worth playing at first glance, but if you take the time to give it a chance, you'll find a game that's both incredibly interesting and fun to play. Today's Warframe is almost a completely different game the Warframe that originally launched. The visuals are refined, the game plays sharper and oodles of
narrative have been added to this weird space ninja transhumanist world. You are a Tenno, essentially Hugely powerful cyborg ninja. The warframe is your armor. Different warframes have different strengths, lend themselves to different roles and playing styles. If you like games like Destiny, which offers
some sort of MMO experience but with lots of single-player RPG loot-em-up flavor, then Warframe is going to be right in your wheelhouse. The big difference here is about how the game plays. It is a first-person game that gives a lot of attention to incredible agility and melee battles. You traverse levels
like a ninja bat from hell and play alongside a seasoned warframe pilot can be jaw-dropping. The game also doesn't really tell you what to do or how to play. You decide what you want to achieve or which aspects are the most fun, and just focus on that. One drawback of Warframe is how many small
systems and statistics there are. It's intimidating, to be honest, but it turns out you don't have to master every little thing to get the most out of the game. Star Trek Online (F2P) There are so many Star Trek games, but there are few good Star Trek games. Star Trek Online has become something that
definitely falls into the good side of the video game history of this franchise. At this point, this MMO has been around for a decade, but it's much improved given how often the developers update and add to the content. Set after the movie Nemesis, the free PC game sees the Federation and Klingon
Empire back at war. Then there are the Romulans, Dominion and Borg, all of whom have their own goals and machinations. In this game each player is the captain of their own ship, which you control directly. Also play as a character for missions that take place on that scale. So you get both ship-to-ship
battles and on-the-ground action. While the game had a mixed reaction when it first launched, it is now considered one of the best Star Trek games ever made. Indeed, right now it's probably the best Star Trek game getting active attention, so if you have an itch to go shoot some Klingons, this is the place
to do it. Under a Steel Sky Unfortunately, it seems that the age of the point-and-click adventure is long gone. At least as a mainstream AAA phenomenon. The good news is that you are going to play one of the best examples of the genre now in the form of Beneath a Steel Sky. Originally released in 1994,
this gem is set in a dystopian cyberpunk future. The planet has been royally ruined by pollution and nuclear fallout. Beneath a Steel Sky is set in Australia, where six city states are divided into the Union and Corporation factions. Our hero is a man named Robert Foster, who is the only survivor of a
helicopter crash in the Outback. Raised by the locals who find him, he becomes an expert in survival and engineering. That's how he creates his robot buddy Joey. Joey is actually a chip Take over different machine bodies, which is a chief mechanic in the game. While the story is is dark, it is also well
written and often humorous. With the planned 2019 release of the sequel Beyond a Skeel Sky, this is the perfect time to experience one of the best classic PC games in history. Path of Exile Diablo II remains one of rpg's most beloved action RPGs, but Blizzard decided to go in a decidedly different
direction with the third game in the series. Diablo III remains one of our favorite titles, but there is one but of a vacuum left by the art-direction and character creation flexibility of Diablo II. In that vacuum, steps Path of Exile. It is a game that many people wish Diablo III had been and if you are a lover of the
classic second game give PoE a go is an absolute must. Most of the paid content is just cosmetic and overall art style and gameplay nails that Diablo II atmosphere perfectly. Shadow Warrior Classic Complete Before we go any further, the first thing you need to know is that Shadow Warrior is a crass
game full of naughty things. If you're not a fan of corny one-liners, bad words, violence and the occasional bit of sexiness, then it's probably better to check out some of the other games on this list. Are you still here? OK, Shadow Warrior didn't get as much attention as Duke Nukem 3D, which is built on the
same engine, but it's just as good as that other crass 90s shooter franchise. You play Lo Wang, a walking Asian stereotype that dishes out over-the-top punishment to gangsters and monsters alike. The weapons offered to achieve this are quite large too. They include ninja stars, swords and numerous
firearms. This is the original game with its two extensions, the only changes for this free PC game that have been made are needed to keep the game running on modern systems. There is another version known as Shadow Warrior Classic Redux. That will cost you a few dollars, but features remastered
visuals and a general overhaul. Frankly, the game is best experienced in its original form. It's still as nothing and fun as ever. You even get some friends over and get some old-school multiplayer action going. Hearthstone Hearthstone is a card fighting free PC game very much in the spirit of Magic: The
Gathering. Each player builds a stack of cards with health and attack statistics, as well as special effects. The goal is to bring the health of the other player to zero before you yourself are destroyed. You place your cards on the deck to protect yourself, or attack the other player and their creatures. It's a
simple concept on paper, but Hearthstone offers incredible complexity and depth. It's no wonder the game has become an eSports staple so quickly. Although Hearthstone is very inspired by MTG, it benefits from being a card game only digital. Using the deep Warcraft lore, the game is to an incredible
degree. While really serious players may find that spending real money gets them the cover they want, casual players and those who have the time never need to spend a dime. Fireplace stone is is beautiful and lots of fun. You also play it on your phone or tablet when you're not on your PC, with
seamless online integration. StarCraft First, this is not the remastered version of the original StarCraft. You have to fork out a few dollars to get your hands on that game. No, this is the original game that took the world by storm and includes the amazing expansion, Bread War. The original StarCraft is still
being played today and has a strong following in countries like South Korea. The graphics are well outdated, the real-time gameplay strategy is still one of the best ever made, and the world and story stand up to modern scrutiny. StarCraft is set in the distant future of space exploration, pitting three factions
against each other in a battle for supremacy. StarCraft wrote the book about asymmetric RTS games and each faction plays in a very different way. The free PC game is easy to learn, but brutal to master. Every PC gamer should have it under their belt. Paladins Overwatch is another Blizzard
Entertainment hit, but the price of entry for this multiplayer-only team shooter is pretty hefty! So why not give the free-to-play Paladins a go? The similarities between Overwatch and Paladins are largely coincidental. The basic game, art style and design decisions were all made before anyone outside
blizzard knew about Overwatch. Still, despite having more MOBA elements, Paladins very much scratch the same itch as Overwatch. That's not to say that Paladins feels quite the same to play. It's definitely its own thing, but offers the same level of polish and fun as Overwatch without the upfront ticket
price. The game offers some serious benefits to shelling out some real money, but by the time you get to that point you'll be sure if Paladins has grabbed you enough to justify it. Alternatively, just embrace the grind, you have to practice! League of Legends/DOTA 2 This item is a type of cheating, as there
are in fact two games listed here. However, League of Legends and DOTA 2 are pretty much like the coke and Pepsi of the MOBA world. What do you say to a MOBA? Well, Multiplayer Online Battle Arenas is a relatively new game genre that got its start with the original Defense of the Ancients (DOTA).
That in turn was a mod for the RTS game Warcraft III. MOBAs are team-based games where players must use their various characters to defend their own base while trying to destroy the enemy base. It is an incredibly tense type of game and is a mainstay of the eSports world. Between LoL and DOTA 2
it is League that is the most popular. However, not everyone is a fan of community, art style and specific game mechanics. DOTA 2 was not free-to-play from the start, which may also have reduced its popularity. Now that neither requires any Upfront, you dip your toes in both to see if either suits you.
Apex Legends MMs may have been the darling of the gaming world for years, but these days it's all about the battle royale royale of the game. The two biggest names are Fortnite and Player Unknown Battlegrounds, but there are other developers who throw their hats into the ring. These games feature a
huge level with large numbers of players dropped in to fight each other. The last player standing up takes the prize. Apex Legends is special in this arena thanks to its pedigree. Developed by Respawn Entertainment, it has many people who were working on critical aspects of Call of Duty under its staff
roster. Respawn impressed the world with their Titanfall games and Apex Legends is set in the same universe, without the titular giant robots. Apex Legends brings the amazing graphics and vertical traversal gameplay of Titanfall into the battle royal world. Which means you have the same AAA graphics
and pulsating shooting for no money down. Make sure your PC is up to it. The.
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